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Coordinate transformation methods to calculate state-to-state reaction
probabilities with wave packet treatments
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A procedure for the transformation from reactant to product Jacobi coordinates is proposed, which
is designed for the extraction of state-to-state reaction probabilities using a time-dependent method
in a body-fixed frame. The method consists of several steps which involve a negligible extra
computational time as compared with the propagation. Several intermediate coordinates are used, in
which the efficiency depends on the masses of the atoms involved in the reaction. A detailed study
of the relative efficiency of using reactant and product Jacobi coordinates is presented for several
systems, and simple arguments are found depending on the masses of the atoms involved in the
reaction. It is found that the proposed method is, in general, more efficient than the use of product
Jacobi coordinates, specially for nonzero total angular momentum. State-to-state reaction
probabilities are obtained for Li+FH→LiF+H and F+HO→FH+O collisions for several total
angular momenta. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2218337�
I. INTRODUCTION

The most detailed information about reaction dynamics
is provided by the state-to-state differential cross section,
experimentally obtained in crossed beam apparatus, as re-
cently reviewed.1–3 The theoretical simulation of reaction
dynamics4 is of great interest for the understanding of reac-
tion mechanisms. Up to date, most of the theoretical state-
to-state differential cross sections have been obtained using
time-independent close coupling methods based on the use
of hyperspherical coordinates.5–10 However, these methods
are somehow limited to triatomic systems and only in few
cases have been used to calculate state-to-state probabilities
for larger systems as for the case of H2+OH collisions11 and
using reduced dimensionality approaches. Also, the time-
independent algebraic variational methods have been widely
used to obtain differential cross sections.12,13

In order to study larger systems, the most promising are
wave packet methods, as recently reviewed.4,14,15 These
methods have allowed the calculation of state-to-state reac-
tion probabilities.16–20 However, differential cross sections
have been calculated only in few scarce cases using time-
dependent methods.21 The reason is that using time-
dependent methods is an efficient way to calculate many
energies in a single propagation, while the experimental data
are obtained for few fixed energies. Therefore, the computa-
tional effort is very high specially when all partial waves
must be calculated to extract the differential cross section. It
is then important to design efficient time-dependent methods
to calculate state-to-state magnitudes.

Jacobi coordinates are the most commonly used to study
reaction dynamics with wave packet methods, and among
them are product Jacobi coordinates to calculate state-to-
state reaction probabilities for zero total angular momentum.
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This is so because only the initial wave packet needs to be
transformed: Since it is separable as a product of one dimen-
sional functions, the transformation is simple and straightfor-
ward.

Sometimes, however, it may be desirable to perform a
short propagation in the entrance channel using reactant Ja-
cobi coordinates and then transform the wave packet to prod-
uct Jacobi coordinates to reduce the grids and hence the com-
putational effort.22 In such situation it is convenient to design
efficient methods to perform the transformation from reac-
tant to product Jacobi coordinates.

The situation becomes more complex for nonzero total
angular momentum. Depending on the masses and the dy-
namics, the body-fixed frame associated to one of them, ei-
ther reactant or product Jacobi coordinates, may require less
number of helicity components to properly describe the wave
packet. Typically, the initial wave packet is described in re-
actant Jacobi coordinate by a single helicity quantum number
� �the projection of the total angular momentum in the
body-fixed z axis�. However, the initial wave packet repre-
sented in product Jacobi coordinates needs several �’s. If
this number is too large the use of product Jacobi coordinates
becomes inefficient and the use of reactant Jacobi coordi-
nates is advisable.

In some particular cases, when the reaction is direct and
does not present any wells, the most efficient method is the
reactant-product decoupling21,23–26 �RPD�. In this method,
the wave packet is split in reactant and product channels, and
its evolution is calculated separately in the best suited coor-
dinates. The flux among the different channels is exchanged
using negative imaginary potentials.27

When the process is not direct and there are some wells,
resonances appear which yield a spreading of the wave
packet either in one channel or among all of them. In these

cases, the wave packet cannot be split easily without affect-
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ing the accuracy of describing the resonances. If the optical
potential introduced to transfer the probability from reactant
to product coordinates is located in the region where the
resonances have a non-negligible amplitude, its description
is affected specially when a piece of them may be missing.
On the contrary, if to avoid this problem the optical poten-
tials are located far in the product channel, it is more conve-
nient to use a single set of coordinates along the propagation.
Bond coordinates have been recently used28 to describe re-
actant and product channels simultaneously in a rather effi-
cient way to propagate the wave packet. The final state dis-
tributions are then obtained by transforming from bond to the
corresponding Jacobi coordinates.

In this work, the possibility of transforming from reac-
tant to product Jacobi coordinates at each time of the propa-
gation is analyzed. Such procedure has been proposed
previously29,30 in which the coordinate transformation is
done directly in one step. In Sec. II, an efficient method is
described to perform such transformation as a sequence of
independent steps, so that the computation time required be-
comes negligible with respect to the evaluation of the action
of the Hamiltonian on the wave packet, H�. The method is
specially well adapted when considering nonzero total angu-
lar momentum. The choice of the coordinates strongly de-
pends on the mass combinations of reactants and products. In
Sec. III, several reactive systems are compared to analyze the
relative efficiency of using a given coordinate set and the
transformation procedure as a function of the masses of the
atoms involved in the reaction.

Section IV is devoted to discuss the state-to-state prob-
abilities obtained for several cases, such as Li+FH→LiF
+H and F+HO→FH+O reactions. Finally, some conclu-
sions are summarized in Sec. V.

II. COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION

A. General considerations

Reactant and product Jacobi coordinates are used in
which the vectors r� ,R� and r� ,R� �� and � refer to reac-
tants and products, respectively� are described in Fig. 1. A
body-fixed frame is used with the z axis lying along the R�

vector ��=� or ��, with r� pointing towards the positive x
axis. The angle between the two Jacobi vectors is defined as
cos ��=r� ·R� /r�R�, with r� and R� being the module of these
vectors, respectively. The body-fixed frame is specified by

FIG. 1. Jacobi coordinates: �a� Reactant and �b� product.
three Euler angles in each case ��� ,�� ,	��.
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The wave packet is represented in each set of coordi-
nates as

�r�,R���JM
� = �
���0

J ���

JM
�r�,R�,���

�g��1/4 WM��

J
 ���,��,	�� ,

�1�

where J is the total angular momentum, with projections M
and �� in the space-fixed and body-fixed z axes, respectively,
and �g�� is defined in the Appendix. The WM��

J
 are linear
combinations of Wigner rotation matrices31 with parity 

with respect to total inversion of spatial coordinates, defined
as32

WM��

J
 ���,��,	�� =	 2J + 1

16�1 + ��0��2 �DM��

J* ���,��,	��

+ 
�− 1�J+��DM−��

J* ���,��,	��� . �2�

A modified Chebyshev propagator is used to propagate
the wave packet.33–38 The initial real wave packet consists of
the product of the rovibrational eigenfunction of the reactant
times Gv,j,��

�R��, a real linear combination of incoming and
outgoing Gaussian functions.38 In this approach the evolution
operator is expanded in modified Chebyshev polynomials
as39

�JM
�t� = �
k

fk�Ĥs,t��JM
�k�,

with fk�Ĥs,t� = �2 − k0�e−i�E0t/���− i�kJk�t�/�� ,

�3�

where Jk�x� are Bessel functions of the first kind and Ĥs

= �Ĥ−E0� /� is the scaled Hamiltonian, with E0= �Emax

+Emin� /2 and �= �Emax−Emin� /2. Emax and Emin are the mini-
mum and maximum energy values of the Hamiltonian of the

system, Ĥ. The real Chebyshev components of the wave
packet, �JM
�k�, are obtained following a modified Cheby-
shev iterations including a damping function.34 Hereafter, the
number k will be omitted for simplicity unless it is needed.

Discrete variable representation40–42 �DVR� is used,
formed by N functions, Gi, which fulfil approximately the
completeness relationship, i.e., �i=1

N �Gi��Gi�
1, with N=nr

+nR+n�, with nr ,nR, and n� being the number of functions
used to represent each of the three internal coordinates.

In this representation, the wave packet components are
expressed by a discrete collection of values in the form

���

JM
�r�,R�,��� = �
i=1

N

�r�,R�,���Gi��Gi����

JM
� , �4�

where �r� ,R� ,�� �Gi�
�r� ,R� ,��−r�
i ,R�

i ,��
i � corresponds

to approximated Dirac delta functions localized at the grid
point �r�

i ,R�
i ,��

i �. Thus �Gi ����

JM
���r�
i ,R�

i ,��
i ����

JM
� corre-
sponds approximately to the value of the wave packet at a
particular grid point.

The wave packet must take a single value independently
of the set of coordinates used for the description, i.e.,

��r� ,R� ���= �r� ,R� ����r�,R��r�,R�

. However, the grid
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points used in the calculations in reactant and product Jacobi
coordinates do not coincide in general. Therefore, to trans-
form a wave packet represented in a grid from reactant to
product coordinates, some kind of interpolation must be
done. For such purpose, instead of using the Gi functions
�very localized in a grid point and very oscillating every-
where else�, it is better to transform them to a new set of
functions FI belonging to the finite basis representation
�FBR�. These two sets of functions, �Gi and �FI, are related
through a unitary transformation and represent the potential
and kinetic terms of the Hamiltonian in diagonal matrices,
respectively. Such property is used for the propagation of the
wave packet,43 and it is natural to use the same functions to
do the interpolation as

����

JM
�r�,R�,����R�,X,Y�r�,R�,��

= �
I=1

N

�
i=1

N

�R�,X,Y�FI��FI�Gi��Gi����

JM
� . �5�

For radial coordinates, Gi are localized at equidistant grid
points and FI are sinus functions, so the transformation be-
tween the two sets of functions is performed by fast sinus
transforms. The angle �� are described by Gauss-Legendre
quadrature points, and the associated FBRs are the spherical
harmonic functions.

The direct transformation of a wave packet from reactant
to product Jacobi coordinates involves two loops over the
grid points describing the three dimensional wave packet in
each coordinate set, for J=0, which is equivalent to six loops
over one dimensional grids. The situation is even more com-
plicated for J�0. The simple direct transformation involves
more computational effort than the evaluation of the action
of the Hamiltonian on the wave packet, becoming the most
demanding part of the dynamical calculation. Such proce-
dure has been proposed previously29,30 and applied for J=0.
It is convenient to design efficient methods to do the coordi-
nate transformation as a sequence of steps, each one demand-
ing much lower computational effort, as it is described be-
low.

B. State-to-state probabilities

The state-to-state probabilities �Svj��,v�j���
�E��2 from an

initial state of the reactants v , j ,�� towards a v� , j� ,�� final
state of the products at a given energy E are obtained by a
Fourier transform, as described in Refs. 38 and 44. Using the
expansion in Eq. �3�, the S-matrix elements are given by38

Svj��,v�j���
�E�

= − i	 2K�

���

e−ik�R�

a��E� �
k

ck�Ĥs,E�Cv�j���
�k� , �6�

where �� is the reduced mass associated to R�, K�	 2
= 2���E−Ev�j�
� /� , and
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a��E� =
1

2i
	 ��

2��2K�
� dR�eiK�R�G��R�� , �7�

ck�Ĥs,E� = �
0

�

dteiEt/�fk�Hs,t�

=
�2 − k0��e−ik arccos��E−E0�/��

	�2 − �E − E0�2
, �8�

with G��R�� being the initial Gaussian placed in the entrance
channel in state vj��.

In Eq. �6�, the Cv�j���
�k� coefficients are given by38,44

Cv�j���
�k� =� dV��R� − R�

��
	v�j��r��Y j�,��

���,0�

�g��1/4

�
�JM
�k�

�g��1/4 WM��

J
 ���,��,	�� , �9�

where dV� and �g�� are defined in the Appendix and R�
� cor-

responds to an asymptotic distance between the fragments.
It is advantageous to first transform to the single R�

�

value, thus reducing a one dimen sional grid to a single
point. In this first step, the other two variables, X and Y,
chosen among �r� ,R� ,��� are kept unchanged. Two possi-
bilities will be considered: �A� X ,Y �R� ,�� or �B� X ,Y
�r� ,��. The choice of one of these options will depend
strongly on the masses of the system, as shown below.

One could perform two more sequential transformation
steps to express, finally, the wave packet in product coordi-
nates. However, it is better to transform the product functions
	v�j��r��Y j�,��

��� ,0� to the intermediate X ,Y coordinates
�denoting them as 	v�j���

�X ,Y�� only once and then evaluate
the Cv�j���

�k� at each step as

Cv�j���
�k� =� dV��R� − R�

��

�
	v�j���

�X,Y�

�g��1/4

���

JM
�R�,X,Y�

�g��1/4 , �10�

where dV�=	�g��dR�dXdY is the volume element in the new
intermediate coordinate system, in which the calculation is
described in the Appendix.

Therefore, the problem reduces to evaluate this integral
in a grid of the intermediate coordinate system R� ,X ,Y as

Cv�j���
�k� = �

i�

����

JM
�R�
i�,Xi�,Yi��

��R�
i ,Xi�,Yi��	̃v�j���

��R�
i� − R�

�� , �11�

where the modified 	̃v�j���
functions are defined as

�R�
i�,Xi�,Yi��	̃v�j���

� = 	v�j���
�R�

i�,Xi�,Yi��

�� �g��R�
i�,Xi�,Yi���

�g��R�
i�,r�,����

�1/4

, �12�

where r� ,�� are obtained from R�
i� ,Xi� ,Yi�. These functions
are normalized as
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�
i�

��Gi��	̃v�j���
��2�R�

i� − R�
�� = 1. �13�

Obtaining these functions is simple, because the product
functions are products of one dimen sional functions which
may be evaluated at the desired point with no additional
computational cost and are only needed to be done once.

To calculate Cv�j���
in Eq. �11� it is necessary that the

evaluation of ���

JM
�R�
� ,Xi� ,Yi�� be done in an efficient way,

since it must be done at each iteration. These functions are
obtained in two consecutive steps: first the internal coordi-
nate transformation and second the body-fixed transforma-
tion.

C. Partial internal coordinate transformation

The discretize components in the intermediate coordi-
nates are obtained by interpolation as expressed in Eq. �5� as

�R�
i�,Xi�,Yi�����

JM
� = �
i=1

N

Ui�i�R�
i ,r�

i ,��
i ����

JM
� , �14�

where the transformation matrix includes the Jacobian factor
for the coordinate transformation as

Ui�i = � �g��
�g���

1/4

�
I=1

N

�R�
i�,Xi�,Yi��FI��FI�R�

i ,r�
i ,��

i � . �15�

The particular expression of the transformation matrix de-
pends on the transformation scheme chosen.

�A� For the r�→R� transformation, leaving unchanged
X ,Y �R� ,��, it is obtained that

Ui�i = � �gA� �
�g��

�1/4

�R�
i� − R�

i ����
i� − ��

i �
2

nr + 1

��
I=1

nr

sin kIr�
i sin kIr�� , �16�

where kI=2��nr−1�I / �2nr+1�� is a discretized mo-
mentum associated to the discrete sinus transform for a
grid composed by nr equidistant points chosen to de-
scribe the r� variable in an interval of size � and

r�� = A−1�R�
i� cos ��

i�

+	�R�
i��2�cos2 ��

i� − 1� + �mB + mA

mA
R�

i��2� , �17�

with A= �m +m � /m −m / �m +m �.
B A A C B C
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�B� For the R�→R� transformation, leaving unchanged
X ,Y �r� ,��, we get

Ui�i = � �gB� �
�g��

�1/4

�r�
i� − r�

i ����
i� − ��

i �
2

nR + 1

��
I=1

NR

sin KIR�
i sin KIR�� , �18�

where KI=2��nR−1�I / �2nR+1�� is a discretized mo-
mentum associated to the grid formed by nR equidistant
points chosen to describe the R� variable in an interval
of size � and

R�� = Ar�
i� cos ��

i�

+	�Ar�
i��2�cos2 ��

i� − 1� + �mB + mA

mA
R�

i��2

. �19�

D. Body-fixed transformation: „�� ,�� ,��…

\ „�� ,�� ,��…

The x-z plane is common for the two-body fixed frames,
but the y axes are defined with opposite sign to keep r� and
r� along the positive x axes, as defined in Fig. 1. The trans-
formation between the two body-fixed frames can be accom-
plished by a rotation of �0,� ,�� Euler angles, where cos �
=R� ·R� /R�R�. Thus the transformation between the Wigner
matrices used in the expansion of the wave packet is per-
formed as31

DM��

J* ���,��,	�� = �
��

DM��

J* ���,��,	��D����

J* �0,�,�� ,

�20�

DM��

J* ���,��,	�� = �
��

DM��

J* ���,��,	��D����

J* �0,�,�� .

�21�

Introducing these expressions in Eqs. �1� and �2�, the wave
packet components in product coordinates can be obtained
according to

�R�
i�,Xi�,Yi�����

JM
� = �
���0

T����
��i���R�

i�,Xi�,Yi�����

JM
� ,

�22�

where the transformation matrix is given by
T����
��i�� = 	1 + ��0 �

���0

J �D����

J �0,�i�,�� + 
�− 1�J+��D−����

J �0,�i�,��

	1 + ��0
� . �23�
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The angle � is calculated at each grid point according to

cos � =
Ar� cos �� − R�

	�Ar��2 + R�
2 − 2Ar�R� cos ��

. �24�

In the intermediate coordinates, the values of r� or R� are
calculated using Eqs. �17� or �19� depending on the option
chosen, �A� or �B�, respectively.

In Eq. �9� it has been assumed, for simplicity, that R�
� is

sufficiently large so that the Coriolis coupling is already
zero. However, this fact would in general require to integrate
up to very long distances thus increasing the computational
effort. The integration can be performed in a shorter interval
by using body-fixed Bessel functions,28,30,45–47 which satisfy
the asymptotic behavior for long distances where the poten-
tial vanishes but the rotational barrier and Coriolis couplings
are still important.

E. Summary

In summary, the method consists on the following steps.

�1� Calculation of the modified product wave functions
�Gi� � 	̃v�j���

� in Eq. �12� in a given grid prior to the
evolution of the wave packet. Thus, their normalization
can be easily converged, checking the adequacy of the
transformation scheme chosen �option �A� or �B�� and
reducing the integration intervals as much as possible
to save storage requirements and computer time.

�2� Calculation of the transformation matrix Ui�i given by
Eq. �16� or �18�, depending on the option chosen ��A�
or �B��, and the body-fixed transformation matrix
T����

��i�� given by Eq. �23� prior to the propagation in
time. The storage requirements of these two matrices
are smaller than that of one wave packet.

�3� At each iteration, the wave packet is, first, transformed
to the intermediate coordinates as given in Eq. �14�
and, second, transformed to the products body-fixed
frame, Eq. �22�. The number of operations required is
equivalent to those required to evaluate a norm and
negligible as compared to the calculation of H�.

�4� At each iteration, the Cv�j���
�k� is evaluated by evalu-

ating the integral in Eq. �11�. Again, the computer time
is negligible with respect to that associated to H�, pro-
vided that the number of product states is small and the
integration intervals are properly adapted.

�5� After the propagation, the desired S-matrix elements
are calculated using Eq. �6�.

III. MASS COMBINATION EFFECTS ON COORDINATE
TRANSFORMATION

A priori, the most efficient way to calculate state-to-state
reaction probabilities is using product Jacobi coordinates to
avoid the computational cost of coordinate transformation at
each iteration. However, using efficient methods as those de-
scribed in the previous section, the transformation does not
involve a significant additional computational effort as com-
pared with the wave packet propagation. Therefore, the effi-

ciency of using reactant or product Jacobi coordinates will

Downloaded 03 Jul 2009 to 161.111.180.128. Redistribution subject to
depend on the number of functions, either in the DVR or
FBR representations, needed to converge the calculations.
Two major aspects will affect the convergency: �a� the de-
scription of final product states using reactant Jacobi coordi-
nates or the description of the initial state of reactants when
using product Jacobi coordinates �this aspect will be divided
in two parts, internal coordinates and helicity components�
�b� and the convergency of the wave packet propagation,
which depends on the details of the potential energy surfaces
�PESs� and energy interval considered, as will be studied
separately below.

To analyze how different coordinate sets describe on A
+BC↔AB+C reaction, it is convenient to study the effect of
the mass combinations. Traditionally, this is done using the
skew angle � defined as48

cos2 � = ac with � c = mC/�mB + mC�
a = mA/�mA + mB� .

� �25�

Since � is symmetric for direct and reverse reactions, it can-
not be used directly to decide which set of coordinates will

FIG. 2. Normalized product wave functions expressed in either �R� ,���
�option �A�� or �r� ,��� �option �B�� at R�

�=10 Å for the state v�=1, j�
=10 of the corresponding products for the following reactions, presented in
increasing order of the mass factor c.
be the most suitable. Therefore, for such purpose, we shall
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use the a and c mass factors in order to describe the impor-
tant differences in the description of the two processes.
These two factors are defined in the �0, 1� interval, and they
interchange their role for the reverse reactions. Also, mass
factor A, used in Eq. �17�, can be redefined as A=a−1−c.

Several systems with different mass combinations
�heavy�H, light�L� will be compared:

�1� H+H�L↔HH�+L, applied to Li+FH↔LiF+H, using
the PES of Ref. 49, which has the mass factors a
=0.27 and c=0.05 for the direct process,

�2� L�+LL↔L�L+L, in the prototypical H+D2↔HD+D,
using the PES of Refs. 50 and 51 which has the mass
factors a=1/3 and c=1/2 for the direct reaction,

�3� H+LL↔HL+L, applied to the prototype F+H2↔FH
+H, using the PES of Ref. 52, with mass factors a
=0.95, c=0.5 for direct reaction, and

�4� H+LH�↔HL+H�, applied to F+HO↔FH+O reac-
tion for the 13A� state of Ref. 53, with a=0.95, c
=0.94 for the direct process.

Product wave functions for the rovibrational state
�v� , j��= �1,10� are shown in Fig. 2 expressed in the inter-
mediate coordinates �R� ,��� or �r� ,��� for options �A� and
�B�, respectively, and ordered with respect to the mass factor
c.

For c→0, as it is the case of Li+FH→LiF+H reaction,
option �A� represents the LiF�v�=1, j�=10� product func-
tions nearly as a product of a function in �� times another
one in R�, with a rather small curvature, as shown in the
corresponding panel of Fig. 2. When c increases, the product
wave functions are restricted to a progressively smaller ��

interval, as in the rest of the cases in Fig. 2. When c in-
creases, the center of mass of the BC molecule shifts toward

FIG. 3. Reactant Jacobi coordinates for the description of products for dif-
ferent mass coefficients c.

TABLE I. Mass factors and number of radial �nr, nR� and angular points �n
reactant intermediate Jacobi coordinates for option �A� or �B� and �2� norm
several reactions. In all cases, the norm has an error smaller than 0.1%.

A+BC→AB+C a c cos � A

Option

nr nR

Li+FH→LiF+H 0.27 0.05 0.01 3.65 400 44
H+FLi→HF+Li 0.05 0.27 0.01 19.73 400 44
H+DD→HD+D 0.33 0.50 0.17 2.53 256 25
F+HH→FH+H 0.95 0.50 0.48 0.55 256 32
H+HF→HH+F 0.50 0.95 0.48 1.05 256 25
F+HO→FH+O 0.95 0.94 0.90 0.11 256 102
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the scaping atom C, and as products fly apart, �� tends to be
restricted about �, as shown graphically in Fig. 3.

As product functions are gradually restricted to narrower
angular intervals, the number of angular grid points neces-
sary for its proper representation also increases. In order to
quantify this fact, the number of angular grid points needed
to converge the norm of the product state �v� , j��= �1,10� at
R�=10 Å using reactant Jacobi coordinates is shown in
Table I. In this table, integration in the �0.25,14� Å radial
intervals has been considered and the density of radial and
angular grids was determined to obtain the norm of the
AB �v�=1, j�=10� products with an error smaller than 0.1%.

Moreover, the representation of the initial state of reac-
tants in terms of product Jacobi coordinates is affected by the
same kind of arguments but reversed: When a is very small,
the reactants are very well described by using product Jacobi
coordinates. As an example, for the H+FLi→HF+Li reac-
tion with small a, the LiF reactants present an uniform dis-
tribution over the whole �� coordinate, while for the F+H2

or F+HO reactions with a
1, the angular interval is very
small �see Fig. 2�.

Therefore, since small c favors the description of prod-
ucts with reactant coordinates while small a favors the de-
scription of the initial state using product coordinates, the
relative value of these two mass factors may be used to de-
cide which coordinate set to use: For describing the A+BC
→AB+C state-to-state reaction probabilities, it is convenient
to use reactant Jacobi coordinates if a�c, product Jacobi
coordinates if a�c, and if a
c both cases should be com-
pared in efficiency. This finding is corroborated by determin-
ing the number of angular grid points needed to converge the
norm of either reactant or product states, as listed in Table I.

Once reactant Jacobi coordinates have been chosen, now
it is important to decide whether using option �A� or �B�,
since they can yield a significant reduction in the number of
points of radial grids. For Li+FH↔LiF+H reaction of mini-
mum cos �, option �B� yields to a wave function of LiF
products located in a rather narrower ring than option �A�, as
a function of r� and R�, respectively �see Fig. 2�. In such
situation, option �A� is advisable since r�
R� and less dense
radial grids are needed, as can be seen in Table I.

For intermediate cos � factors, as it is the case of H
+D2 and F+H2, the radial intervals or, more clearly, the
number of radial grid points should be analyzed in more

eded to converge the �1� norm of the AB�v�=1, j�=10� product state in the
initial wave packet when it is expressed in product Jacobi coordinates, for

Option �B� Product Jacobi coordinates

n� nr nR n� nr nR n�

50 �1000 448 50 400 448 80
80 �1000 448 90 400 448 60
80 420 256 80 256 256 80

150 256 256 150 256 256 280
260 256 256 260 256 256 200
260 256 420 260 512 512 280
�� ne
of the

�A�

8
8
6
0
6
4
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detail. For the H+D2 example, nR �option �A�� �nr �option
�B��, while for the F+H2 is the reverse, as can be seen in
Table I.

The situation changes for cos � factors close to unity, as
in the case of F+OH reaction, in which the narrower ring
corresponds to the representation of option �A�. In this lim-
iting case the situation changes because R�
R�. Thus, to
properly describe the norm of the product wave functions,
the minimum number of radial points required with option
�A� is 
1000 while using option �B� 
400 points are
enough. The number of angular points remains, however,
near the same being in this case rather large, 
260, because
the product wave functions are very localized at ��
�, as
Fig. 2 shows.

In addition, the adequacy of the body-fixed frame should
be analyzed to reduce the number of helicity components.
Using reactant Jacobi coordinates, only one single �� pro-
jection is necessary to describe the initial wave packet. Thus,
the total number of �� will depend on the strength of the
Coriolis coupling term along the reaction dynamics. When
using product Jacobi coordinates, however, and due to the
body-fixed frame transformation, it is important to determine
the number of helicity projections �� required to describe
the initial wave packet.

FIG. 4. Decomposition of an initial wave packet transformed to product
Jacobi coordinates as a function of product helicity components �� for J
=30. The BC�v=0, j=0� initial state has been multiplied by an incoming
complex gaussian at R�=10 Å for an incoming kinetic energy of 0.25 eV
and an energy spreading of 0.1 eV. Processes are in order of decreasing A
factor.
We consider the simplest case of BC�v=0, j=0� reactant
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state multiplied by an incoming Gaussian function located
initially at R�=10 Å with a kinetic energies of 0.25 and
0.1 eV of energy spreading. After the transformation to prod-
uct Jacobi coordinates, the �� distribution obtained is shown
in Fig. 4. For large A=a−1−c factors �H+FLi case�, the num-
ber of helicity components is very high. In fact, for this sys-
tem all available �� components are nearly equally probable.
It is therefore more efficient to obtain state-to-state probabili-
ties using reactant Jacobi coordinates and transforming to
product coordinates using option �A�.

As A decreases, the number of �� projections also de-
creases. In the limiting case of A
0, the F+HO case, the z
axis in reactant and product body-fixed frames is nearly par-
allel to the internuclear vector joining the two heavier atoms.
For this reason ��=0 component is dominant in this case,
and the efficiency of using reactant coordinates depends on
the number of helicity projections required to converge the
calculation in either reactant or product Jacobi coordinates.

These results are easily understood in terms of the angle
� to rotate from the reactant to the product Jacobi frame
given in Eq. �24�. Restricting r� to the BC equilibrium dis-
tance and R� to the mean distance of the incoming Gaussian,
the angle � as a function of �� is shown in Fig. 5. For large
A, � is proportional to ��, varying from 0 to �. For low A
values, however, the available � are restricted to a narrow
angular region around �, because R� and −R� become
nearly parallel. For j=0, ��=0 the body-fixed frame trans-
formation yields to nearly a single ��=0 projection because

J

FIG. 5. Transformation angle � as a function of ��, according to Eq. �24�,
for r� fixed at the corresponding BC equilibrium distance and R�=10 Å.
d��,0���,0 as �→�.
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For Li+FH→LiF+H, the use of reactant Jacobi coordi-
nates presents the double advantage of yielding a significant
reduction in the angular grid and the number of helicity com-
ponents.

For the H+FLi→HF+Li reverse reaction, the number
of helicity components is enormously reduced in reactant
Jacobi coordinates, but since c is low the use of “internal”
product Jacobi coordinates is more efficient, as discussed
above. For J�0, the use of reactant Jacobi coordinates and
option �A� is expected to yield a significant advantage.

For intermediate systems, such as H+D2 and F+H2, us-
ing reactant coordinates is favorable, specially if the reduc-
tion introduced by considering the permutation of identical
nuclei is considered, together with low helicity mixing in fast
direct reactions.

In the case of low A, as it is the case for F+HO→FH
+O, the use of reactant and product Jacobi coordinates is a
priori nearly equivalent according to the two arguments
given, so that its choice depends on convergency details of
the wave packet dynamics, as it is studied below. In Table I,
all these arguments in favor or against the use of reactant/
product Jacobi coordinates are expressed in terms of the
number of grid points and helicity components needed to
reproduce the norm of the initial wave packet or product
state wave functions.

In Fig. 6 flow chart shows the procedure to choose a
given method based only on the masses of the atoms in-
volved in the reaction, summarizing all the arguments dis-
cussed above.

The role of the reaction dynamics has to be taken into
account in the convergency of the grids as is described below

FIG. 6. Flowchart to choose the most suitable coordinate set to perform
+mB�, c=mC / �mB+mC�, cos �=a, c, and A=a−1−c.
for the limiting cases of Li+FH and F+HO collisions. All
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these cases correspond to direct-like reactions with a barrier,
even when many resonant structures appear. For such reac-
tion mechanism, simple kinematic models can be used54–56 to
understand product state distributions depending on the mass
combination and the features of the transition state region
around the saddle point where the reaction takes place. The
energy partitioning, among translational, vibrational, and ro-
tational, can then be approximately explained in terms of the
mass factors used here. For insertion reaction mechanisms
involving long lived complexes, however, the final energy
partitioning of products is governed by statistical arguments
as described elsewhere.57–60

IV. STATE-TO-STATE REACTION PROBABILITY
RESULTS

The total reaction probability is calculated using the flux
method to check the accuracy of the method of calculation of
the individual state-to-state probabilities. In addition, the in-
elastic S-matrix terms are also calculated to double check the
total flux. In all cases the results have been converged to get
an agreement better than 1%.

The flux towards products can be obtained at any dis-
tance and is therefore easily converged. However, obtaining
individual state-to-state probability requires to integrate far
enough to reach the asymptotic region. If this is not the case,
the sum of all state-to-state probabilities deviates from the
total reaction probability obtained through the flux method.
As R�

� increases, the number of grid points increases, spe-
cially when using reactant Jacobi coordinates because the
density of grids points should also be increased to get good

e-to-state reaction dynamics calculation. The mass factors are a=mA / �mA
a stat
norms of product states.
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Finally, individual state-to-state reaction probabilities are
analyzed because their convergency requires larger grids and
more helicity components than for the total reaction prob-
ability. After a convergency study, the grid parameters used
in the calculations described below are listed in Table II. The
number of iterations varies from case to case and typically is
finished when more than 
99% of the wave packet is ab-
sorbed.

A. The Li+FH^LiF+H reaction

This reaction can be considered to be thermoneutral: The
potential energy surface is slightly endoergic while it be-
comes slightly exoergic when zero point energies are consid-
ered. The PES presents a late barrier at HF distances elon-
gated with respect to the bare HF reactant,49 and at the saddle
point, the reaction coordinate coincides with HF stretch. As a
consequence, the reaction probability is highly enhanced by
initial vibrational excitation of HF reactant, as found in
collisions61 and photoinitiated processes,62,63 in agreement
with Polanyi’s rules.64,65 The reaction presents a dynamical
threshold at very low kinetic energies of 
0.07 eV, associ-
ated to the zero point energy at the saddle point. The total
reaction cross section61 and the vibrationally resolved reac-
tion probabilities28 present oscillations as a function of trans-
lational energy which could be associated to the vibrational
structure at the transition state region. Finally, the saddle
point corresponds to a bent geometry, at an angle of 
� /2,
in product Jacobi coordinates. Such feature produces that the
final rotational distribution of LiF products presents a clear
preference to produce even j’s and nearly no odd j’s for low
rotational excitation. This direct link between transition state
and final rotational distribution is based on the assumption of
a fast direct mechanism once the transition state is reached,
consistent with the direct interaction with product repulsion
�DIPR� mechanism for these kind of harpoon-like
reactions:66,67 One electron of the metal atom �M� “jumps”
towards the halide molecule �HX�, forming an unstable anion
which fragments, leading to MX products.

The state-to-state reaction probabilities for the Li
+FH�v=0,1 , j=0�→LiF�v� , j��+H collisions at J=0 were
obtained and discussed previously using bond coordinates28

TABLE II. Parameters used in the dynamics calculations using reactant
Jacobi coordinates �RJC� and product Jacobi coordinates �PJC�. Distances
are given in Å. The damping function used f�x� takes the forms f�x�=1.0 �if
x�xabs� and f�x�=exp�−�abs�x−xabs�2� �if x�xabs�, with x=r, R.

Li+FH F+HO

RJC RJC PJC

rmin/rmax 0.25/17.5 0.40/13.0 0.40/13.0
Rmin/Rmax 0.50/17.5 0.40/14.0 0.75/13.0
nr 400 512 256
nR 512 420 420
n� 50 280 280
R�

� 10.0 9.0 9.0
rabs /�abs 13.0/0.017 11.0/0.010 11.0/0.010
Rabs /�abs 14.5/0.025 11.0/0.035 11.0/0.035
and the PES of Ref. 49. In this work, they have been recal-
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culated using reactant Jacobi coordinates, giving results in
perfect agreement �better than 1%� with those previously
reported.28 For J=0 it is found that the energy fraction goes
mainly to translation �more than 3/4�, 20%–25% goes to
vibration, while the rotational energy fraction is lower than
10%, as can be seen in Fig. 7. In this case r�
R� at the
saddle point, which suggests that product vibrational energy
is connected to reactant translational energy. In fact, for J
=0, the vibrational energy fraction increases with initial
translational energy.

For J�0, the situation changes. In this case reactant
orbital angular momentum � essentially transforms to prod-
uct rotational angular momentum j�, as it is demonstrated
using kinematic models.56 Therefore, for j=0 considered
here, total angular momentum ��=J− j� is expected to trans-
form in product rotational angular momentum, thus produc-
ing a considerable rotational excitation as compared with J
=0, as shown in Fig. 7. The rotational energy fraction for J
=30 is very similar to the values obtained in quassiclassical
simulations, 
36%,68 and with the angular constraint model
by Bonnet and Rayez applied to this system, 
38%.

The vibrationally resolved reaction probabilities for the
Li+FH�v=0, j=0�→LiF�v��+H collisions for J=0, in the
bottom panel of Fig. 8, present broad oscillations as a func-
tion of translational energies. The maxima of the oscillations
are approximately equidistant and were interpreted as due to
quasibound states at the saddle point.61 At low energies there
are also many resonances attributed to a relatively deep well
in the entrance channel. These resonances tend to disappear

FIG. 7. Average values of the translational, vibrational, and rotational en-
ergy fractions of the LiF�v� , j�� products in the Li+HF�v , j� collisions for
J=0 �bottom panel� and J=30 �top panel�.
for J=30, in the top panel of Fig. 8, by two reasons: first, the
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rotational barrier “closes” the reaction channel at low ener-
gies and shifts resonances towards higher energies where
they become broader, and, second, the near degenerate rota-
tional sublevels interact among them and new dissociation
channels appear, which gives rise to many more resonances
much broader than for J=0. The broad oscillations also tend
to disappear, because different �� channels present different
oscillatory patterns.

The increase of total angular momentum has a much
dramatic effect on the rotational distributions. In the bottom
panel of Fig. 9 the probabilities of forming LiF�v�=0, j�� are
shown for collisions at a translational energy of 
0.2 eV and
for J=0 and 30. For J=0 the LiF�j�� rotational distribution is
peaked at low even j�, essentially j�=0 and 2. For J=30 this
distribution is very much shifted towards higher j� values,
j�
30. This fact implies the use of larger grids as compared
with those used for J=0.

The reaction probabilities for the Li+FH�v=0, j=0,J
=30�→LiF�v�=0�+H collisions as a function of the helicity
quantum number ��, in the top panel of Fig. 9, present a
very broad distribution. This would imply the inclusion of all
�� components in dynamical calculations if product Jacobi
coordinates were used. However, using reactant jacobi coor-
dinates the convergence is reached by including much less
�� projections. As an example, in Fig. 9 the rotationally
resolved reaction probabilities are shown for calculations
with an increasing number of �� components. Therefore, the
reduction in the number of helicity components, by a factor
of 
3, clearly demonstrates the larger advantage of using

FIG. 8. Vibrationally resolved state-to-state reaction probabilities for Li
+HF�v=0, j=0�→LiF�v��+H collisions at J=0 �bottom panel� and 30 �top
panel�, as a function of reactants translational energy.
reactant coordinates.
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B. The F+HO\FH+O reaction

The F�2P�+HO�2��→FH�1�+�+O�3P� reaction is very
exoergic, by 
2 eV, with the HF�v�=3� products being
nearly isoenergetic with OH�v=0� reactants. The PES of the
1 3A� ground electronic state has been recently proposed.69 It
presents a low barrier at a bent geometry and two wells: one
in the entrance channel with a bent geometry and a second
one in the products channel with a linear geometry. The re-
action presents two different mechanisms:69 one direct at en-
ergies above the transition state zero point energy, at

0.1 eV, and below this threshold a second indirect medi-
ated by HLH resonances.69,70 These resonances are associ-
ated to periodic orbits at the transition state and also ap-
peared in quasiclassical simulations.69 The resonances
survive for rather high total angular momentum so that the
total reaction cross section presents also two parts, associated
to these two mechanisms.

In this case, the light atom is exchanged among the two
heavier ones. It can be considered that R�
R�, suggesting
that the initial translational energy between reactant is con-
verted in translational energy between products. However,
because of the large exoergicity, some important changes
must be expected. In fact, the energy seems to be nearly
equally distributed among translation and vibration of prod-
ucts, with very little excitation of rotations, see Fig. 10. The
larger rotational constant corresponds to the diatomic mol-
ecule, formed by a light H atom and a much heavier atom

FIG. 9. Reaction probabilities of LiF�v�=0, j�� �bottom panel� and LiF�v�
=0,��� �top panel� obtained in the Li+FH�v=0, j=0� collision at a trans-
lational energy of 0.2 eV and J=0 and 30. For J=30, distributions are
shown for several calculations including an increasing number of ��

components.
such as O or F, and most of the rotational energy is carried
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by OH or HF. In this case, �
�� and their rotational con-
stants are relatively very low. Assuming that the heavy atoms
rotate slowly, most of the rotational motion can be attributed
to the H atom. As a consequence, the rotational angular mo-
mentum of OH transforms into angular momentum of HF
products, which presents a very similar rotational constant of

2 meV. This situation seems to be independent of the total
angular momentum, as can be seen in the top panel of Fig.
10, in contrast to the Li+FH case.

In order to analyze in more detail the dynamics, in Fig.
11 the vibrationally resolved reaction probabilities are shown
for J=0 and J=60. At J=0 there are many resonances below
the threshold at 0.1 eV �shown in detail in the inset of the
figure�, which nearly disappear at J=60. The threshold of

0.1 eV is associated to the zero point energy in the transi-
tion state.69 It was found that, at the saddle point, the reaction
coordinate essentially corresponds to the HF stretch. If prod-
ucts are reached following a direct mechanism once the sys-
tem has reached the saddle point, the increase of v� would
imply an increase in the HF energy at the transition state.
Assuming that the perpendicular modes are approximately in
their ground state, such simplified image would explain why
the main maxima in the v� distribution �at 0.1, 0.2, and
0.4 eV for v�=1, 2, and 3, respectively� appear at increasing
total energy. Finally, the secondary maxima �at E
0.1 eV
for v�=3, for example� would be due to a redistribution of
energy in the exit channel.

The final rotational probabilities of HF product, shown
in bottom panel of Fig. 12 for v�=1, change only slightly

FIG. 10. Average values of the translational, vibrational, and rotational en-
ergy fractions of the HF�v� , j�� products in the F+HO�v=0, j=0� collisions
for J=0 �bottom panel� and J=60 �top panel�.
when increasing J. For J=60, it becomes broader and some
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structures are lost. The dependence of the final rotational
probability with energy is similar for both J’s, apart from the
natural energy shift introduced by the rotational barrier and
the disappearance of the resonances at low energies. The
final HF�v�=1, j�=0� probabilities as a function of energy
for an increasing number of �� components �in product Ja-
cobi coordinates� are presented in the top panel of Fig. 12 to
show the evolution of the convergency.

It is important to note the overall convergency of the
reaction probability as a function of the number of helicity
components either in reactant or product Jacobi coordinates,
as it is shown in Fig. 13 for J=60. In the two cases, the
number of helicity components required to converge the cal-
culations is pretty low, showing the good adequacy of cen-
trifugal sudden approximations. This is expected since the
two body-fixed z axes nearly coincide with the heavy atoms
internuclear vector. For low energies below 0.2 eV, the pres-
ence of resonances facilitates the � mixing that makes that
the number of helicity components needed pretty similar in
the two body-fixed frames, 
2 for reactants and 
3 for
products. At higher energies, however, the direct mechanism
yields to an important decoupling of the helicity components.

FIG. 11. Vibrationally resolved state-to-state reaction probabilities for F
+HO�v=0, j=0�→FH�v��+O collision at J=0 �bottom panel� and J=60
�top panel�.A detail at low energies for J=0 is shown in the middle panel.
Thus, in the reactant frame the total reaction probabilities are
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very similar in all cases, and the calculation can be consid-
ered to be rather well converged by simply including ��

=0 and 1. However, in the product frame this is not so,
probably because the initial wave packet needs at least up to
��=3 to reach convergency. This reduction by a factor of 2
in the helicity components compensates for the fact that us-
ing reactant coordinates more dense grids are needed to con-
verge the calculations �see Table II�.

In a recent work, the state-to-state cross section has been
calculated for the O�3P�+HCl→OH+Cl �Ref. 71� using a
time-independent approach with democratic hyperspherical
coordinates.72 This system is heavier than the OH+F studied
here, but the exoergidicity is much lower. This last fact re-
quires the inclusion of many more channels in the OH+F
case, making the calculations more difficult.

For this reason the use of elliptic hyperspherical coordi-
nates seems more adequate for OH+F.73–77 And recently the
state-to-state probabilities for J=0 have been calculated us-
ing these coordinates,78 showing a good agreement with the
present results. The low number of components required to
converge the calculation using reactant Jacobi coordinates
justifies the use of the reactant Jacobi body-fixed frame as it
is done in the elliptic hyperspherical approach.73,76,77

Using product Jacobi coordinates, some more helicity
components are needed to converge the reaction probability.
This is probably due to the necessity of including ��=0, 1,
and 2 to converge the norm of the initial wave packet with an

FIG. 12. Rotationally resolved state-to-state reaction probabilities for F
+HO�v=0, j=0�→FH�v�=1, j��+O collision at J=0 and 60. Bottom panel,
at a translational energy of 0.2 eV; top panel, for j�=9 as a function of
translational energy. For J=60, results for an increasing number of �� �us-
ing product Jacobi coordinates� are shown to analyze the convergency.
error lower than 1%. However, the grid for reactant coordi-
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nates needs more points than for product coordinates. In con-
clusion, for this system the use of product Jacobi coordinate
becomes slightly more efficient for low energies, in contrast
with all previous systems for which reactant Jacobi coordi-
nates are clearly more efficient, specially for J�0. For high
energies, however, the situation is reverse, with reactant Ja-
cobi coordinates being slightly more efficient.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work a procedure has been proposed for the trans-
formation from reactant to product Jacobi coordinates de-
signed for the extraction of state-to-state reaction probabili-
ties using a time-dependent method in a body-fixed frame.
The method developed consists of a series of steps and re-
quires a computation that is time negligible with that associ-
ated to each iteration of the time propagation. Thus, its effi-
ciency with respect to the most commonly used product
Jacobi coordinates depends on the size of the grids and basis
set functions used.

This is studied for several systems to analyze the effect
of the mass combinations involved in the reaction, through
the use of the mass factors a and c, separated in two aspects:
the description of the initial wave packet and convergency of
time-dependent calculations. For zero total angular momen-

FIG. 13. Total reaction probabilities for F+HO�v=0, j=0�→FH+O at J
=60 as a function of the translational energy obtained either in product
�bottom panel� and reactant �top panel� Jacobi coordinates. In each case, the
different curves correspond to calculation including an increasing number of
helicity components.
tum, it is found that for a�c, reactant coordinates are more
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suited while for a�c it is better to use product coordinates.
When using reactant coordinates, the description of interme-
diate coordinates is done with option �A�, for cos ��0.5 or
option �B� for cos ��0.5. for J�0 it is found that the num-
ber of helicity components required to converge the norm of
the initial wave packet is proportional to the mass factor A.
This indicates that in general the use of reactant Jacobi co-
ordinates is more efficient, unless A
0. The election of the
most suited set of coordinates and transformation method
based on these mass factors is summarized in the flow chart
of Fig. 6.

This is checked by the calculation of state-to-state reac-
tion probabilities for several systems and several total angu-
lar momenta. All the reactions studied are direct, even when
in some cases they present many resonant structures. The
energy partition is also qualitatively explained in terms of the
same factors.

In most of the cases, the use of reactant Jacobi coordi-
nates requires a lower number of helicity components, thus
showing their good adequacy for performing dynamical cal-
culations. The only case in which both sets of coordinates are
computationally very similar is for the F+HO reaction.
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APPENDIX: VOLUME ELEMENTS

The volume element in the Jacobi coordinates consid-
ered is given by

dV = 	�g��dR�dr�d��d��d��d	� with 	�g��

= R�
2r�

2 sin �� sin �	, �A1�

where g� is the 6�6 metric matrix,79 while �g�� is its deter-
minant. In the new intermediate coordinates of option �A�,
�R� ,R� ,�� ,�� ,�� ,	�� as an example, the new metric matrix
is given by

gA� = JA · g� · JA
T , �A2�

where JA is the Jacobian matrix of the transformation. In this
new coordinate system, the volume element is analogously
given by

dV� = 	�gA� �dR�dR�d��d��d��d	�, �A3�

where 	�g�A�=	�g�� �JA� and the determinant of the Jacobian

is given by
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�JA� =
�r�

�R�

=
��m0 + m2�/m2�2R�

A	R�
2�cos2 �� − 1� + ��m0 + m2�R�/m2�2

.

�A4�

In a similar way, for the second transformation option
�B�, �R� ,r� ,�� ,�� ,�� ,	��	�g�B�=	�g�� �JB�, with

�JB� =
�R�

�R�

=
��m0 + m2�/m2�2R�

	�Ar��2�cos2 �� − 1� + ��m0 + m2�R�/m2�2
.
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